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A LOCAL SPECTRAL THEORY FOR OPERATORS. Ill:
RESOLVENTS, SPECTRAL SETS AND SIMILARITY

BY

J. G. STAMPFLK1)

Abstract. Let The a bounded linear operator on a Hilbert space and assume Thas

thin spectrum. When is Tsimilar to a normal operator? This problem is studied in a

variety of situations and sufficient conditions are given in terms of characteristic

functions, resolvents, spectral sets, and spectral resolutions. By contrast, the question

"When is 7* normal?" has a relatively simple answer since in that case a necessary

and sufficient condition can be given in terms of the resolvent alone.

If an operator T on a Banach space has its spectrum on a smooth curve, then a

very weak growth condition on the resolvent (A —7")"1 is sufficient to ensure a

plenitude of invariant subspaces (see [1], [12], [15], [16], [17], [25], [40], and [41]).

There has been considerable interest recently in finding conditions on the operator

which would guarantee a spectral theory of the Dunford type. The greatest success

has been achieved when the underlying space is a Hilbert space. We now quote

three results which lend perspective to the subsequent material.

From here on, all operators are bounded transformations on a Hilbert space Jf.

We designate (A-T)"1 by RAT).

Theorem 0 [29]. Let the spectrum of T lie in a C2 Jordan curve T. Let \\RAT)\\

?£{dist [A, F]}_1/oz" Xe M where M is an open set containing Y. Then T is normal.

Theorem N-F [34]. Let T be a contraction. Let sup,^^ ||0r(A)"x|| <oo where

0r(A) is the characteristic function of T. Then T is similar to a unitary operator.

For a contraction T the characteristic function is defined as

0T(A) = [-T+DT.(l-XT*ylDT] \3>T

when DT = (l-T*T)112, DT.=(l-TT*)112 and 3iT = (DT2ey. Using Theorem N-F

as a starting point, Gohberg and Krein obtained

Theorem G-K [13]. Let Tbe a contraction. Let \RK(T)\ ÚK/(1 -\\\)for |A| < 1.

77ze« T is similar to a unitary.

In an effort to avoid the condition that T is a contraction, Sahnovic [24] and

Davis and Foias [3] have introduced a generalized characteristic function. In the
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papers cited, they show that an operator is similar to a unitary when this new

characteristic function is suitably bounded.

In this paper we attempt to extend the quoted results to a wider class of operators

(and escape from the unitary operators). There are three reasonable conditions to

place on an operator T in an effort to obtain a spectral theory. One may ask that

(1) 0T(A) be bounded,

(2) a super set of the spectrum be a spectral set,

(3) j|üx(D||á{dÍSt[A,a(D]}-1.
The difficulty with (1) is that it is only appropriate for operators with spectrum

on the unit circle. Moreover, it is extremely difficult to compute 0T(A) for a given

operator. (However, the power of the characteristic function approach cannot be

overstated. Theorem N-F is the basis for a good portion of this paper.) Condition

(2) can be applied to any operator, but it too is difficult to check in practice.

Condition (3) is weaker than (2) and much easier to verify.

The paper proceeds as follows. In §2 and §3 we prove Theorem G-K and a

relative under slightly weaker conditions (namely (3) in place of (2)). In §6 we

extend Theorem G-K to operators with spectra on a smooth curve. Operators

with very thin spectra are treated in §4. §5 is devoted to a fairly involved example.

§7 deals with the behavior of spectral operators and answers a question raised by

Nelson Dunford. A summary and some open questions can be found in §8 and §9.

Roughly speaking, the following conditions are relevant to the types of behavior

we are studying: (a) the smoothness of the curve containing the spectrum, (b) the

density of the spectrum itself, (c) conditions of type (1), (2) and (3) from above,

and (d) additional hypotheses of a spectral nature. We attempt to make the

presentation reasonably complete along those lines. Some section jumping may

be necessary, however, to pursue a specific question.

I would like to express my warm thanks to Ciprian Foias for several stimulating

discussions and for an observation which significantly shortens the original proof

of Theorem 2.

1. Preliminary results. In this section we collect some known results and add a

few easy propositions which will be needed later. Proofs of the known results have

been included for completeness since they are so brief.

Lemma 1 [29]. Let ¡(X-T)-1]] ¿ l/d where 0<d< \X\. Then

1
T-1—; r d/(\X\2-d2)-d2'

Proof. The hypothesis is equivalent to the relation (T* — X)(T— A) ä d2. If we

expand and multiply by T*'1 and T"1 in the appropriate manner we find that

(|A|a-da)r*-1r-1-Ar*-1.-Ar-1 + lèO. Hence

/^*_, A      \lrT,_, Ä      \ ./      d

\ \X\2-d2

from which the desired conclusion is immediate

IV \X\2-d2) - \\X\2-d2)
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The last lemma is useful as a "mapping theorem" for resolvents.

The next lemma appears implicitly in [27] and explicitly in [23].

Lemma 2. Let limn^co |An-A0| \\(T-\ny1\\ = l where Xn -» A0 (and Xnfa(T)).

IfTf=XofthenT*f=X0fi

Proof. It is sufficient to consider the case A0 = 0. Let 77*/= g. Then (T* — Xn)f

=g-Kf and hence Xn(T*-Xn)~1f=f+ (T*-Xn)- 1g. Since / is orthogonal to

(T*-Xn)~1g we obtain

ll(r*-An)-^||2+||/p=|An|2||(r*-An)-yp.

Hence limB^M ¡(T*-Xn)-íg¡=Q. But then   \\g\\ = \\(T*-Xn)(T*-Xnyig\\ ^0,

which completes the proof.

Corollary 1. Let a(T) lie on a C1 curve T. Let ||(An-r)-1|| ={dist [An, T]}"1

for Xn -> A0 e T. If Tf= X0f then T*f= X0f

The proof of the lemma contains the following result as a special case.

Corollary 2. Let \\(T-y)-1\\ = \ix-X\-1 for fixed X, ¡x with pt^X. If Tf=X0f

then T*f= Xf (Moreover, X e Bdry a(T).)

The next lemma, while extremely simple, does not seem to have a convenient

reference in the literature. It reveals that the last corollary is not "special."

Lemma 3. Let \\(T— Aj)-1]) ^ |Ax — A0|_1. Let X be a point on the line segment

joining A0 to Ax. Then [|(jT—A)"1!! á |A — A0| -1.

Proof. The hypothesis is equivalent to the inequality \\(T— A0)/|| à | Ai — A0| ||/||

for all feJf. But then |(r-A)/|| è ¡(T-ÁJ/l - j A - Aa | ¡|/¡| = |A-A0| |¡/|¡, which
completes the proof.

Remark. Lemma 3 may also be proved as follows. The hypothesis is equivalent

to the statement: the set {z : \z — Xx\ ̂  |Ai — A0|} is a spectral set for 77. The con-

clusion is equivalent to the fact that {z : |z— A| ̂  | A— A0|}, a super set of the above

set, is a spectral set for 77. (Spectral set is defined in §6.)

If we combine the last lemma with Theorem 0 we obtain the following amusing

Corollary. Let a(T)<=(0, I). Let \\RK(T)\\ ̂  \lm X]-1 for XeS where every

vertical line intersecting [0, 1] intersects S both above and below the real axis. Then

T is selfadjoint.

2. Operators similar to unitary operators. In this section we will show that, in

Theorem G-K, the condition that the disc D is a spectral set for T can be replaced

by a weaker condition on the growth of RÁ(T). Some of the results in this section

were previously announced in [30].

Definition. An operator T on a Hilbert space 2^ is of class % if there exists a

Hilbert space Jf^Jf such that Tnf=pPjfUnf for every/e Jf where U is a unitary

operator in JT and Pje is the orthogonal projection of Jf on ^f'.
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In §2 and §5 we will have considerable need to refer to results of Sz.-Nagy and

Foias. We shall usually refer to the original papers. However, all the material is

contained in their book [37] as well.

From now on we will designate the unit disc by D and the unit circle by U.

Theorem 1. Let a(T)^D. Let \\RK(T)\\ Ú(\X\ -1)"1 for \<\X\<ß. Then T is

similar to a contraction.

Proof. The hypotheses imply that Te%!p (see [35]). However, any Te^0 is

similar to a contraction by [36].

Corollary. Let o(T)^{z : \z\^l}.Let ||ÄA(T)|| ̂ (1 - |A|)-1/or«< |A| < 1. Then

T is similar to an expansion, i.e. T= QSQ 'l, where \\Sf\\ ä; ||/| for all fe Jif.

Proof. An application of Lemma 1 permits us to apply the theorem.

Theorem 2. Let the spectrum of T be contained in U. Let

(a) \\RAT)\lèK/(l-\X\)fora<\X\ < 1, and

(b) ||7?A(T)||^(|A|-l)-1/^/3<|A|<l.

Then T is similar to a unitary operator.

Proof. It follows from Theorem 1 that T=QCQ~1 where C is a contraction.

Clearly, \\R*(T)\\ SK'/(l -|A|) for a<|A|<l. But Theorem G-K tells us that C,

and hence T, is similar to a unitary.

In view of Lemma 3 we have the following

Corollary. Let o(T)<= U. Let

(a) \\RAT)\\ïK/(l-\X\)fora<\X\<l,and

(b) ||A\(77)|| ¿ 1/(1 — |A|)/or Xe S when S is a Jordan curve with U in its interior.

Then T is similar to a unitary.

Remark. By virtue of Lemma 1 the A and the 1 can be interchanged in hypothe-

ses (a) and (b) of the theorem. Moreover, it is easy to see that conditions (a) and

(b) are not needed in an annulus but merely in a neighborhood of o(T) (similar

comment for Theorem 1). The condition ||ÄA(T)|| g A7(l - |A|) for |A|<1 is as

general as condition (a). More generally, if [|AA(T)|| ̂  A/dist [A, a(T)] for A in a

neighborhood of c(T), then \\RAT)\\ è A'/dist [A, o(T)] for all A.

Since || Rk(T) || ̂  A'/dist [A, o(T)] if Tis similar to a normal operator, it is attractive

to conjecture that Theorem 2 is still true under the weaker hypothesis ||AA(T)||

tkK/\l — |A| | for all A. An example of A. S. Markus, which appears in the next

section, reveals that such hopes are ill founded.

3. Operators similar to self adjoint operators. In this section we will extend the

results of §2 to the situation where the spectrum of T lies on a straight line.

Theorem 3. Let Im u(T)^Q. If \\RK(T)\\ â |Im A| -1 for «<Im A<0, then T is

similar to a dissipative operator, that is, an operator with positive imaginary part.
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Proof. Let A=(T—i)(T+i) 7 hence the spectrum of A is contained in the

unit disc. We now wish to show that ]|ÄA(^)|| S(|A| -1)"1 for l<|A|</3. The

relation between the resolvent of T and that of A is not as simple as the relation

between the operators themselves. However, it is a routine calculation, along the

lines of the proof of Lemma 1, to show that if X=i + ir¡ and l+£2^ —2-n then

||(7--A)^7| ál^l"1 if and only if

(P-D + 2/zf
1+^ + 27)

l+i2 + 2-n

=       2\v\   -

The last inequality is just ||Aw(yí)|| á(|/7 — 1) ' in an outer neighborhood of U.

Thus it follows from Theorem 1 that A = QCQ~l where C is a contraction. Since

T=i(l+A)(l-A)~1 we find that QTQ~1 = i(l+C)(l-CY1- The last expression

is a dissipative operator which completes the proof.

Theorem 4. Let the spectrum of T be real. Let

(a) ¡[ RÁ(T) || S K/lm A for 0 < Im A < a, and

(b) \\RAT)\\^\lm X\^ for ß<lm A<0.
Then T is similar to a selfadjoint operator.

Proof. If we apply the last theorem to T we find T=QAQ~1 where A is dis-

sipative. Clearly ||AA(^)|| áK'/lm X for 0<lm X<a. It then follows immediately

from [13, Theorem 7.1] that A and hence Tis similar to a selfadjoint operator.

Alternatively, we may again set A=(T—i)(T+i)~1. We have already seen that

A satisfies condition (b) of Theorem 2. But it is easy to see that

Ud-IAiKA-^)-1!! ~ ¡¡(i-A/iXA-^)-1!! = ||(/j-rx<;-7rl||

~ ||Im at-TY'W

where £ = i(l +A)/(1 —A) and |A| < 1 hence Im £>0. Thus condition (a) is satisfied

and the desired result follows from Theorem 2.

Remark. The growth condition(s) on AA(T) in the last two theorems are really

only needed in a neighborhood of the spectrum of T.

The condition that ]|AA(T)[| ̂  |Im A| _1 on one side of the real axis cannot easily

be dispensed with in the last theorem. We will now sketch an example, due to

A. S. Markus [18], of an operator T where o(T) is real and \RK(T)\ ^ A/|Im A| for

all A. However, Tis not similar to a selfadjoint operator.

Let {/,} be a Schauder basis for Jt?, which is not equivalent to an orthonormal

basis (that is, there exists no orthonormal basis {<pn} such that/, = Q<pn where Q is an

invertible operator). The existence of such a basis is extremely nontrivial. The first

example, {(a + i)|x|V"'I7"c0 in L2[- 1, 1] where 0< |«| <\, is due to K. I. Babenko.

Let {An} be a decreasing sequence of real numbers, converging to 0. Set Tfn = Xnfn,

and extend Tto the rest of Ji? by linearity. Then Tis a bounded transformation and

\\RA(T)\\ âA7|Im A| for all A (see [18] for details). However, T cannot be similar
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to a selfadjoint operator, else {/„} would be equivalent to an orthonormal basis.

In fact, T cannot even be a spectral operator. If it were, it would follow from

Theorem D of §7 that T is scalar, which we have just seen is impossible. We note

for future reference that the spectrum of T consists precisely of the A„'s, hence is

countable.

It is also possible to construct an example with the desired properties from the

work of McCarthy and Schwartz [20]. However, their example is less explicit.

4. Operators with countable spectra on smooth curves. Despite the fact that

IÍAa(7,)|| ¿Aydist [A, a(T)] does not imply that 77 is spectral, as we have just seen,

it is possible to weaken the conditions on RA(T) if the spectrum of 77 is sufficiently

sparse.

Lemma 4. Let the spectrum of T lie in F where V is a C1 Jordan curve. Let

(a) \\RAT)\\ â{dist [A, T]}"1 for X outside V,

(b) \\RAT)\\ ¿ A7{dist [A, T]}"/»- A inside T,
where « is a positive integer. Let ¡j. be an isolated point of o(T). Then

Mu ={feH:Tf= tf}

is a nonempty, reducing subspace of T.

Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that /-t = 0, and the tangent to

T at 0 is the x-axis. Let a, ß be points on T a distance £ from 0. (The points a, ß

are unique for £ small.) Let P = (2rri)~1 j„ RK(T) dX when r¡ is a small circle con-

taining 0 as the only point of a(T) in its interior. For/e /V we know that

(T-aY(T-ßrf=^.^ (x-anx-ßrRAT)dx

where Tc is the quadrilateral cutting T at a and ß and having transverse sides of

length 21, (see Figure 1).

Figure 1
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It is not too difficult to see that

\\(T-aY(T-ßTf\\ á Afflíl+*)!/!

where M is independent of £ and e, -> 0 as £ -> 0. (A similar estimate is carried out

in Bartle [1] when T is a straight line.) To handle the general case we need the

following observation. Let y. i/-> T where U is the unit circle. Let n(s) be the

unit outer normal to Y at y(s). Define/: Ux [— 8, 8] -> Ä by

f(s, t) = t-1 dist [y(s) + tn(s), T]    for í ¿ 0,

= 1 f = 0.

Then/is continuous and, for S sufficiently small, f(s, t)^0. Thus there exists a

constant K such that

dist [y(s) + tn(s), V] ^ Kt   for |r| á So-

if we let £ -2- 0 we obtain 772n/=0 for/e TV. Thus

2n-l

(X-T)-1f=   2   X~ik + "Tkf
/c = 0

for/e Pjr and A <£ ct(77). At this point we use the fact that

||(A-D"1]! á {dist [A, T]}-1

for A outside Y, to conclude that Tf =0 for fePje- It now follows from the corollary

to Lemma 2 that 77*/= 0 which completes the proof.

Theorem 5. Let the spectrum ofTbe countable and lie in the C1 Jordan curve Y.

Let

(a) \\RAT)\\ ̂ {dist [A, Y]}'1 for X outside Y, and

(b) \\RK(T)\ <,K/{àist [A, Y]}n for X inside Y.

Then T is normal.

Proof. We begin by setting T=T1 ® T2 on ^ © J?2 where Tx is the maximal

reducing normal part of 77 and 772 is completely nonnormal. (It is easy to see that

such a maximal part exists.) Since 77 is the orthogonal direct sum of T1 and 772, it

follows that a(T2) is countable. Moreover, conditions (a) and (b) hold for T2 in

3^2. We claim that J^2 = {0} and thus T is normal. Assume to the contrary that

^#{0} and thus o(T2)=¿0. It follows from Lemma 4 and the maximality of 77j

that o-(772) has no isolated points. But then a(T2) must be a nonvoid, countable,

perfect set which is impossible. The contradiction completes the proof.

Corollary. Let Tbe a contraction with o(T)<= U, ando(T) countable. If \\RÁ(T)\\

ÚK/(1 - \X\Yfor |A| < 1, then T is unitary.

Remark. The theorem obviously remains true if we interchange the words inside

and outside in conditions (a) and (b). Moreover, we need these conditions only in a
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neighborhood of o(T). Since the example of A. S. Markus in the preceding section

had countable spectrum, it is not possible to replace the 1 by A" in condition (a).

Although the condition o(T) countable may appear unduly restrictive, the next

section will reveal its pertinence.

Note that in Theorem 5, the spectral theoretic nature of Tis determined by the

stronger growth condition, namely dist^1, and T is normal. In Theorem 2, the

spectral nature of T is determined by the weaker condition A'/dist and T is only

similar to a normal operator.

5. An operator with some unusual properties. In this section we will construct

an operator which places stringent limitations on any generalization of Theorems

2 and 5. The operator will have very sparse spectrum and satisfy growth conditions

on the resolvent, but will not be spectral. Before we can exhibit the operator we will

need some results on inner functions which appear to be of interest in their own

right. We begin with the following elementary lemma.

Lemma 5. Let f be positive and decreasing on [0, 1]. Let p. be continuous and

increasing on [0, 1] with modulus of continuity oj(A- Then for 8>0,

fV(0 <Ht) è o7(S)/(0)+^ £ f(t) dt.

Proof. Divide the unit interval into subintervals of length S starting from the

left (perhaps leaving an odd-sized interval). Then

i /(r)flWO ú 2/(f.-iMO-/*(>.-i)L
■'o 1

The lemma now follows by taking out the first term and renumbering the others to

form a lower sum.

Theorem 6. Let fi be an increasing continuous function on [0, 2ir]. Set

q(X) = exp |-jo   e-r-- dp(t)\.

Then \q(X)\ ä A(l — |A|)a for K, a positive constants if and only if the modulus of

continuity of ji is 0(t log t~x).

Proof. Assume that oi(t), the modulus of continuity of ¡/.(t), is 0(t log /_1).

Clearly

\q(X)\ =exp(-J/>r(0-O<WO)

where X = re'° and Pr is the Poisson kernel. It is sufficient to check the case X = r,

for the constants involved are independent of the argument. If we apply Lemma 5
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to both the top and bottom half of the circle with f(t)=Pr(t) and 8 = 1— r, we

obtain

| Pr(t)dp.(t) á 2/nog(l-r)-1+A-log(l-,-)-1 ¡ PAO dt

= K0log(l-r)-1

for (l—r) sufficiently small. Thus \q(r)\~è(l—r)Ko for r sufficiently close to 1.

Since q(X) never vanishes in the disc there exists an M>0 such that \q(r)\ ä

Ar(l-|A|)*oforall Xe D.

Conversely, let us assume the modulus of continuity is not 0(t log t'1). Then

there exists a point, say 0, such that p.(8)-p(0)^K(8)8 log S"1 where K(8) -> co

as S -> 0. Hence

| Pt(t) ap.(t) 2 | *  'Pat) dp.(t)

è Pr(l -r)Ml -r)-M0)] > iKU-r) log (I -r)~\

Thus it follows that \q(r)\^(l—r)Ka~r>12 which is a contradiction since K(l—r)

—> co as r —> 1.

Remark. If we divide /x by a constant, in effect we divide a by the same constant

and thus we can ensure that \q(X)\ ̂ K(l — |A|) for suitably chosen p..

To construct our example we need to know that there exist singular measures

(functions) with modulus of continuity S log S_1. This difficulty is taken care of by

the next

Theorem K (Kahane [22]). There exists an increasing continuous singular

function ¡x on [0, 2-rr] with modulus of continuity 0(8 log S"1) such that p.'(t) exists

and is 0 on an open set of measure 2n. Thus, the support of pi, considered as a measure,

is a nowhere dense, perfect set of measure 0.

Actually Kahane proved more; his function is almost smooth (that is, f(x + h)

+f(x — h) — 2/(x) = 0(h)). Since any almost smooth function has modulus of con-

tinuity 0(8 log S_1) (see Zygmund [42, p. 44]), this is more than sufficient.

Theorem 7. There exists an operator T on the Hilbert space H with the following

properties:

(1) T is a contraction.

(2) The spectrum of T is a nowhere dense perfect set of measure zero on the unit

circle.

(3) ||(r-A)-i||gA7(l-|A|)V0>'|A|<l.

(4) T is not similar to a unitary operator, in fact T is not even a spectral operator.

(5) Te C0 (in the sense of Sz.-Nagy-Foias; see the proof for definition), 77" —> 0

strongly and T*n -> 0 strongly.

(6) Neither T nor 77* has any point spectrum.

(7) T is a decomposable operator.
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Proof. Choose a singular function p of the type described in the last theorem.

Set

77(A) = exp ( - jo   e-^—-x dfi(t)j ■

We assume p has been chosen so that \q(X)\ ä A"(l — |A|) for |A| < 1. Let H2 consist

of those functions in L2[0, 2zr] whose negative Fourier coefficients vanish. Set

77=7/2 Q q(eie^H2 Let p be the projection of H2 on H. For/e H define Tf=PSf

where Sf(8) = ewf(6) forf(6) e H2. (The operator Tjust defined has been extensively

studied for q an arbitrary inner function and we refer the reader to [37, p. 244]

and [32] for an excellent discussion.) We claim that Thas the properties listed above.

Most can be read off rather easily from existing results. First it is well known and

obvious that Tis a contraction. Second, the spectrum of Tconsists precisely of the

support of p (see the proof of Theorems 6 and 7 of [32]). Next, since <7(A) is the

characteristic function of T (usually written 0r(A); see [33]), it follows from [13,

p. 36] that

^(A)-1! = \\(\-XT)(X-T)-^\\ ~ (l-IAl)ll(A-D-1«

and thus

IKa-t)-1!! ^ A70-|A|)2.

(A weaker, but adequate, inequality relating q and ||(A-r)_1|| can be found in

[37, p. 334].) It is possible to prove that Tis not similar to a unitary in several ways.

For example, it is implied by the second half of property (5). Also, it is not hard to

see that q takes on arbitrarily small values near singularities of p. and hence Theorem

N-F implies T cannot be similar to a unitary. To see that T cannot be similar to a

spectral operator, assume it is. Then it follows from Theorems D and 9 of §7 that

T is similar to a unitary which we know is impossible. Theorem 6 of [32] tells us

that lim,^! q(rT) = 0 in the strong topology, hence, TeC0 by definition. But if

Te C0 then T"^0 strongly and T*n -» 0 strongly by Theorem 4 of [32]. Any

Te C0 is decomposable by [11]. (An operator Ton 3C is decomposable if given G¡

open, /= 1,..., n, with o(T)<^[J C7¡ then there exist spectral maximal subspaces L¡,

i=l,...,n, such that 9f=L1-\-\-Ln and o^LAaG^) Finally, since Tn and

T*n converge to 0 strongly, neither T nor T* can have any point spectrum.

Remark. The operator T was constructed from the inner function q which in

turn was based on the measure p. There is another way to obtain a q with the

necessary properties. Let <p be the mapping function from the unit disc to a non-

Smirnov domain with boundary a rectifiable Jordan curve. Let 77 be the inner part

of cp' which is necessarily nontrivial. We claim that 77 will also yield an operator

satisfying all but property (2). The existence of such domains is due to Keldys and

Larentiev and later to Duren, Shapiro and Shields [8] with assistance from Piranian

[22]. The verification of the relation \q(X)\ & A"(l - |A|)a for such functions can be
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found in Shapiro [26] (see Lemmas 1 and 2 in particular). C. Foias has observed

that an operator satisfying (1) and (3) can be constructed by simply using the

function q(X) = (l + X)/2 as the characteristic operator function. The resulting

operator would have the unit circle for its spectrum and would be quasi-similar to

a unitary.

6. Operators with spectra lying on smooth curves. Theorem G-K can be re-

phrased in the following way: Let the unit disc D be a spectral set for T and let

||7?A(r)|| ̂ A7(l - |A|) for |A| < 1. Then 77 is similar to a unitary. In this section we

wish to generalize the result to regions other than discs. (Gohberg and Krein have

also treated the half plane case.)

Definition. A closed set S is a spectral set for T if ¡|zv(77)|j ^ supÀeS ¡w(A)|| for all

rational functions u(X) with poles off S.

Theorem 8. Let S be a compact, connected, simply connected set whose boundary

Y is a C2 Jordan curve. Let S be a spectral set for Tändlet \RÁ(T)\\ úK/áist [A, Y]

for Xe S. Then T is scalar, that is, similar to a normal operator.

Proof. Let cp be the conformai map of Int S to the open disc and let / be the

inverse map. Since Y is smooth,/and <j> are homeomorphisms between S and D.

What is more,/'(O exists, and is continuous and nonvanishing on D by Kellogg's

Theorem (see [38, p. 361] or [39]). Since <p can be approximated uniformly on S

by polynomials, the operator cp(T) is well defined and has D as a spectral set (see

[20]). Further, the spectrum of cp(T) is contained in the unit circle U by the spectral

mapping theorem (see [10]). We now wish to check that the resolvent of cp(T)

satisfies a first order growth condition in the disc. Note first that for <p(px.) = -q we

have

A — p.

Z—q      |

where M is independent of -n since/' is uniformly bounded in the disc. Thus

IWn-,,-., S «1(7-,)-, S 3^ S 3Iin^p7] = j^L,

since

dist Uiv), n ^ (f'(-n)/4) dist h, U] ^ (L/4) dist [r,, U]

by the Koebe-Bieberbach one quarter theorem, where 0<L = inf!2|<1 \f'(t)\. We

may now apply Theorem G-K to cp(T) to conclude that fiJ)=QVQ~1 where V

is unitary. But then T=f(cp(T))=Qf(V)Q~1 which completes the proof since

f(V) is normal.

IKvir)-^))-1^-/*)! = sup

= sup
|3|<1
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The restriction of connectivity, simple connectivity and compactness in the last

theorem is unduly severe. If 5 is not compact then we can reduce ourselves to the

compact case by considering (T—p)'1 instead of T for a fixed u <£ S. If S has a

finite number of components then we just treat one component at a time. Since the

"angle between the pieces" is bounded below, they can be straightened out by a

similarity at the end. If S is not simply connected we treat each component of the

boundary separately, filling in the holes to obtain a super set for a spectral set.

As above, gluing the pieces of the operator together affords no real difficulties.

Thus we obtain the following

Corollary. Let S be a spectral set for T. Let S have finitely many components

where each component is finitely connected. Let the boundary P of S consist of disjoint

C2 Jordan curves. Let || AA(T)|| fi A'/dist [A, T] for X e S. Then Tis similar to a normal

operator.

We conclude this section with an application of Theorem 8.

Proposition 1. Let A and B be compact, connected, simply connected sets with

C2 Jordan curves for boundaries. Let A n B<^ Bdry A. Let A be a spectral set for T

and B a spectral set for S where T and S are similar. Then T is similar to a normal

operator.

Proof. Since B is a spectral set for S it follows that ||/?*(£)|| ¿{dist [A, A]}"1

for A £ B. Hence

\\RA(T)\\ = A'/dist [A, 77] g A'/dist [A, Bdry A]

for Xe A. It now follows from Theorem 8 that T is similar to a normal.

Remark. C. Foias and J. William observed earlier that Proposition 1 is true

when A, B are the right and left half planes. If we strengthen the hypothesis of the

proposition to make both A and B spectral sets for Tthen it follows from Theorem 0

that Tis normal.

7. Growth conditions and spectral operators. We have already observed that an

operator whose resolvent satisfies the condition ||AA(T)|| ¿ A'/dist [A, a(T)] need

not be spectral even if the spectrum of T lies on a smooth curve. If, however, one

knows at the outset that T is spectral then the rate of growth of AA(T) is closely

connected with the behavior of T(when o(T) is nice).

Definition. An operator Ton a Hilbert space is a spectral operator if T=S+N

where S is similar to a normal, N is quasi-nilpotent and S* and zV commute. (The

operators 5 and N are uniquely determined. S is called the scalar part.) We say

that Tis a spectral operator of type m—\ if Nm = Q.

This definition of spectral operator is not the one usually given, but it is equiva-

lent for a Hilbert space and much more convenient for our purposes. (See [6].)

We first quote a theorem of Dunford which relates AA(T) to the type of T and

then prove a mild generalization.
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Theorem D. Let T=S+N be a spectral operator on a Hilbert space where a(T)

lies in a C2 Jordan curve Y. Let \\R¿T)\\^K/{dist [X, Y]}m for all \X\^\\T\\ + l.

Then T is of type m-l, that is, Nm = 0.

(Theorem D is Theorem 18 of [7] or Theorem 3.21 of [5]. The theorem is also

valid in a reflexive Banach space.)

Theorem 9. Let T=S+N be a spectral operator of type m. Let a(T) lie in a C1

Jordan curve Y. Let \\RA(T)\\^K/{dist [A, Y]}n for X outside Y, where |A| g ||77|| +1.

Then T is of type «- 1, that is, Nn = 0.

Proof. We assume «<w+l since otherwise there is nothing to prove. We will

first show that Am = 0. Since T is of type m

m

(P.-T)-1 = 2 Nk(pt-Sy(k + 1)

k = 0

for p, f o(T). Thus if dist [p, Y] = d then

|[(/x-r)-y|| ä \\(fx-sy^+»N'»f\\-Md-'»\\f\\

when M is independent of p. and d (for d small). Since S=QAQ~1 where A is

normal, (p.-Sy(m + 1)Nmf=Q(p-A)-^ + "Q'1Nmf Let g=Q~1Nmf and assume

g¥=0. Then

\\(pí-Ay^ + "g\\2= f      \pL-X\-2^ + »d\\E(X)g\\2.
Ja'T)

Since the length of Y is finite and the total variation of ||£'(A)^||2= ||g||2, for every

S>0 we can find a subarc A in Y of length S such that the total variation of

(¡¿•■(AjgH2 over S is at least 8\\g\\2/l(Y). Since Y is continuously differentiable, it

follows that l/x — A| ¿2í/ for A e A^r and dist [p., Y] = d sufficiently small where A

is a subarc of length 8. Thus for appropriately chosen p. and A we have

I      \p-X\~2im + 1)d\\E(X)g\\2 § f |/x-A|-2(m + 1'zi||£(A)^||2 ^ Mii/-'2"1-"»
Ja(T) JA

where M1 is independent of d. Thus for suitably chosen p, outside Y we have

K\\f\\d-n è ¡(m-T)-1/! ä M2zi-"" + 1'2)-A/(/-m||/||.

If we let d^O this leads to a contradiction since «i=m. Thus 0 = g = NmQ~1f

and hence Nmf=0 for all/e H or Nm = 0. The argument can be repeated to show

that 7Vn = 0.

Remark. Clearly it is immaterial whether the growth condition ||/?A(77)||^

A7(dist [A, Y]}n is satisfied for A inside or outside Y and in fact we need it only on a

dense set near Y.

We close this section with an example. In [5, p. 609], the following question is

raised. If T=S + N is a spectral operator with o(T) nowhere dense and ||/?A(Z*)[|

á Ä/{dist [A, cr(T)]}m for all |A|^||r|| + l, must T be spectral of type m-l, that is,
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must 7V"m = 0? (No assumption is made about the underlying space.) The question

is answered there, only in the case when v(T) lies on a C2 Jordan curve (Theorem D

of this section). Theorem 12 of [6] claims to answer the question affirmatively. We

shall now present an example which shows that if T=S+N is a spectral operator

and even if

(i) a(T) is countable,

(ii) Tis of finite type (that is, Nk = 0 for some k),

(iii) o(T) lies on a rectifiable Jordan curve,

(iv) the underlying space is a Hilbert space,

then one still cannot conclude that || ÄA(T) || á A/{dist [A, o(T)]}m implies Nm = 0.

We will first construct an operator Twhere o(T) lies in a rectifiable Jordan curve and

\\RAT)\\ á A"{dist [A, T]}-m for |A| ̂  ||T|| + 1. Let yk = {z : |z| = k~2} for ¿'=1, 2,....

Our curve will consist of the yks slightly bent and tied together to form a Jordan

arc (see Figure 2). It is easy to see that F is rectifiable.

Figure 2

If n~2-¿ \z\ ¿(«-I)-2 then dist [z, T]-¿2n~3. Let Tx be a nilpotent operator of

order 3. Then \\RX(TX)\\ ÚM\X\ ~3 for |A| á \\TX\\ + 1. It is easy to see that ||-RÂ(ri)||

^Mx/{dist[X,T]}2 for |A| ̂  ||771| +1. Thus we have constructed an operator

satisfying our intermediate assertion. We define T2 to be a diagonal (normal)

operator with eigenvalues A; e T for7=1, 2,.... The A/s are so chosen that they

accumulate only at zero and dist[z,{Xj}]^4n~3 for n~2^ \z\ â(w — l)2. Having

done this, we set T= Tx ® T2. Clearly Tis a spectral operator of finite type. Further,

¡RK(T)\\^M2{dist[X,o(T)]}-2 for |A|^||T|| + 1. However, it is clear that Tx, the

nilpotent part of T, does not satisfy the relation Tx=0. If one desires a Jordan

curve instead of an arc, it is easy enough to connect into the origin.

More generally, the above technique will produce spectral operators of type m— 1

whose resolvents will have growth of order 2m/3. Thus the gap between the real

type and the "resolvent type" of Tcan be made arbitrarily large. Unfortunately
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the technique fails (for m = 2) to produce a nonscalar T whose resolvent has first

order growth.

In view of the Markus example described earlier, the condition that Tbe spectral

to begin with is essential in the previous theorems. It is also necessary to restrict T

to be of finite type in Theorem 9. If T is the Volterra operator (/-»- /£/(/) dt for

feL2[0, 1]), then T is spectral; its spectrum lies on the y-axis and ||ÄA(T)|| á

I Re A|_1 for Re A<0. However Tis clearly not of type 0, that is, scalar.

8. Additional examples. In this section we present several examples which did

not arise in previous sections but which bear on the relation between an operator

and its resolvent.

Example 1. If c(Q)={0} and ||(1 ± g)"1! = 1, must Q = 0? In view of Lemma 3,

this is equivalent to asking whether the condition || (/ — Q) ~11| £ (/)~ * for — 1 £ t S 1

implies ß = 0. It is easy to see that \\(t — ß)_1|| ^ |/|._1 for —oo<?<oo does imply

ß = 0.
The answer to the original question, however, is no. The following example in

modified form was suggested by C. Foias. Let The a nonunitary contraction where

o(T) = {l}. (For example, let Tbe the Cayley transform of the Volterra operator V

where V:f(x) -> ¡xQf(t) dt for /eL2[0, 1].) Let S be the region in the complex

plane bounded by the curves

x = it, 0 Ú t <t 1,

z = t2 + it,       0 á r ¿ 1,

z = / + /, 0^/al.

Let <p be the conformai map of the unit disc onto S where <p(l) = 0. Let Q = <p(T).

Then I(ß±l)_1fl = l. Since <p~l(Q) = <p~ 1[<p(T)] = T¿0, it follows that ß#0.
This example can also be applied to a more interesting situation. If o(A)l=[0, 1]

and ||(^4 —A)-1!! ̂ jlm A71 for O^Re Aál and |Im A|</3, must A be selfadjoint?

(Put another way, must the growth condition in Theorem 0 hold in a neighborhood

of cr(T) or must it be just transversal to o(T)1) By taking the direct sum of a self-

adjoint operator and iQ, we can construct an example which answers this question

in the negative. It should be observed that a stronger version of Theorem 0 (see

[29]) implies such an A is spectral.

Example 2. It is easy to construct an operator T where the numerical range of T

is contained in the unit disc but where Tis not a contraction. However, if one also

insists that ct(T)<= U, the unit circle, it becomes less obvious that such an example

exists. (Equivalently, one could ask whether a(T)c/y and ||-R>,(r)|| ̂ (|A|-1)_1

for |A| ä 1 implies that Tis a contraction.) To construct such an example we shall

first need a nonzero quasi-nilpotent operator Q whose numerical range lies in a

sector S with vertex at the origin and with angular opening less than ir. (For con-

venience we may assume 5 is symmetric with respect to the real axis.) Such a Q

can be obtained as the square root of the Volterra operator (see [14, p. 281]) or by a

method similar to the one employed in our first example. Having secured Q, we
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set T=aQ— 1 where a is to be specified. Let W(T)~ denote the closure of the

numerical range of 77. We choose a to be that unique positive real number such that

W(aQ—l)~cD and W(aQ—l)~ n U contains a point p other than — 1. Since

W(T) is a continuous (upper semicontinuous set valued) function this is possible.

We claim that T=aQ-l is not a contraction. For if pe W(T)~ n {z : |z| = ||r||},

then p e a(T) and clearly p f a(aQ-l).

The example we have just constructed can be used for another purpose. If we

set A=i(T+l)(T— l)"1 where 77 is the above operator, we obtain an operator with

the following properties:

(i) a(A) is real, in fact a(A) = {0}.

(ii) IK^-A)"1! ^(Im A)"1 for 0<lm Aáf

However it is not true that ||(A - A) "' || ¿ (Im A)-1 for 0 < Im A < co. For if the last

statement were true then A would be the negative of a dissipative operator and T,

the inverse Cayley transform of A, would be a contraction which it is not.

9. Open questions. Before stating the first problem we present some background

material. Consider the following conditions:

(1) Plíál,
(2) \W(T)\èl,
(3) ||AA(r)||á(|A|-l)-lforl<|A|<a,

(4) ||rn||^Mfor«=l,2,...,

(5) ||ÄA(D||aÄ/(|A|-l)for |A|>1.

As it stands, (3) does not imply o(T)<=D but if we add that restriction, then

(1) => (2) => (3) => (4) => (5). The implications are all easy or well known and not

reversible. In particular, (3) is equivalent to Tn = pPjeUn\^' for «= 1, 2,.. ., which

clearly yields (4). Suppose we require that both 77 and T^1 satisfy conditions from

the list. Can one then infer that 77 is unitary, similar to a unitary, or nothing of the

kind? Except in one case the answer is known and summarized below.

1 5

T\ unitary

trivial

unitary

[4]

unitary

[28]

unitary

[29]

unitary

[29]

unitary

[29]

similar

[31]

similar

[2]

similar

[35]

similar

[31]

similar

[13]

similar

similar

nothing

[18]
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The reference to the paper which contains the result allows a wide range of im-

manence. If no reference is given, it can be found in the present paper. By slightly

rephrasing the question in the box we arrive at

Question 1. If ||T"||áM for «=1,2,... and \\R„(T)\\ ÚK/(1 -|A|) for |A|<1

then must T be similar to a unitary operator? The question can be modified by

replacing " ||Tn|| ^M for «= 1, 2,..." by íí\\p(T)\\^K\\p(X)\\0O for all polynomials

77" where ||/>(A)||0O=sup{|/7(A)| = |A|ál}.

Note that a negative solution would entail simultaneous construction of Foguel

[9] and Markus [18] type examples.

The remaining problems arise naturally from the preceding sections.

Question 2. Let o(T) lie on a smooth Jordan curve F and

(a) \\RAT)\\ ̂ dist [A, P]-1 for A outside Y,

(b) ||A(T)|| ̂  A'/dist [A, T] for A inside P.

Must Tbe similar to a normal operator?

Hopefully an affirmative answer to Question 2 would contain Theorems 2, 4 and

8 as corollaries.

Question 3. Let o(T)<^S where S is a compact, connected, simply connected set

with boundary a smooth Jordan curve T. If ||7x7(T)|| ̂ dist [A, S]-1 for A £ S then

is Tsimilar to an operator which has S1 as a spectral set?

Note that an affirmative answer to 3 would yield an affirmative answer to 2 via

Theorem 8.
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